Dans cet article, l'auteur décrit la planification stratégique qui est à la base des relations que le gouvernement entretient avec les médias et des relations publiques en politique. Il présente les résultats de 17 entrevues approfondies menées avec 17 personnes qui ont bien connu, de l'intérieur, le gouvernement conservateur de Stephen Harper, ainsi que plus de 100 outils de planification utilisés par le gouvernement de Justin Trudeau à ses débuts. Il analyse des formulaires de réponse à des demandes des médias, des stratégies de relations avec les médias et des calendriers et des plans de mise en oeuvre des communications. Il présente un exemple de proposition d'un message en vue d'un événement et un modèle de diffusion dans les médias sociaux. L'auteur conclut que, avec l'arrivée du gouvernement Trudeau, si le bureau du premier ministre a cédé certains pouvoirs, il n'a pas renoncé à gérer de façon centralisée l'information que livrent les ministres et les ministères.
This exploratory and descriptive research fills a gap in the academic literature about media management templates used in government. No matter which leader or party is in power, information passes through an internal strategic planning process. Practitioners know that mixed messages lead to controversy and the fracturing of a power base; conversely, message consistency and the unification of all points of contact embolden the authority of a political machine. Outside of government circles there is a dearth of knowledge about communications planning instruments. These hidden strategic tools are used daily by government personnel to prepare for interactions with the news media and, increasingly, with social media. Their function is to generate favourable coverage, to influence public opinion, and to persuade citizens about a course of action, all of which improve the ability of political elites to pursue a policy agenda and secure re-election.
In Canada, new data are needed with respect to theories that were popularized during the tenure of Prime Minister Stephen Harper from 2006 to 2015, which were built on a ''premise that communications has become a strategic and dominant preoccupation at the centre of the governing process within the Government of Canada'' (Thomas 2013, 43) . This premise dovetailed with journalistic accounts of hypercontrol by the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) and a consumer marketing approach to politicking (e.g., Delacourt 2016b; Martin 2010) . A common problem with this scholarship is that the Conservative communications clampdown made for difficult research terrain, creating a rather significant knowledge vacuum. A further limitation of existing knowledge is that spin is rarely studied as a management ethos that underpins Canadian government communications. The more open style of the Liberal government led by Justin Trudeau since November 2015 provides an opportunity to collect internal data and to assess whatever new communications architecture is in place.
The starting point of this mixed-methods research is to rationalize the communications centralization in the Conservative administration. 1 That rather archetypal case of central management empowered party personnel in the PMO. Political staff perform important functions (e.g., Brodie 2012), but many exhibit campaign-style partisan tendencies and, unlike members of the cabinet, they are not accountable to Parliament. This central coordination was epitomized by the installation of the Message Event Proposal (MEP) planning template throughout the Government of Canada. The MEP is a communications instrument that has been deservedly deliberated if not depicted (to name some instances, Aucoin, Bakvis, and Jarvis 2013, 36-37; Esselment 2014, 30-31; Esselment and Wilson, 2017; Gingras 2012, 237; Glenn 2014, 15; Grube 2015, 315; Heintzman 2014, 25; Martin 2010, 58-61; Rees 2016, 161-165; Thomas 2013, 71) . 2 Liberal spokespersons say that media relations have since been devolved to ministers and their departments. This claim is explored by examining communications templates used during the nascent era of Trudeau governance. The data support an argument that government spin warrants greater attention in Canada as an area of study. The research has broader international significance because of a relative paucity of information about communications planning in the public sector, which is a sensitive and secretive topic for those on the inside.
Review
Image management and public persuasion techniques are found in all governments. Among the timeworn tactics in a public relations practitioner's toolkit are surrounding oneself at a media event with people who represent ''stereotypes for ideas'' (Bernays 1928, 962) and communicating information in a ''condensed'' manner that is ''absorbable in capsule form'' (Ellul 1957, 63) . In the United Kingdom, Prime Minister Tony Blair practiced permanent campaigning and branding as he championed message clarity and simplicity (Needham 2005) . Subsequently, David Cameron swelled the number of special advisors who run interference between civil servants and ministers (McDermott 2015) . In the United States, President George W. Bush's office obsessed about the backdrops in visuals and scheduling a designated message of the day, and it kept protesters at bay (Mayer 2004) . Barack Obama's efforts to bypass the mainstream media included the institutionalization of White House digital video reports (Greenberg 2015) . The story is similar in Australia, where Tony Abbott was ousted in part because of a communications style that prioritized sloganeering (Tregoning 2015) .
The strategic management of government information is now so pervasive that it enters all political decisions. Spin puts a strategic slant on information in an effort to influence the audience's opinion, preferably without anyone noticing that the slant was applied. At best, information is packaged so that it is presented and received in a positive light. Common practices include strategic choice of words; emphasizing certain angles; leaking select information; speaking off the record and being identified as an unnamed source in exchange for favourable treatment; timing announcements to maximize or minimize attention; circulating talking points; and repeating key messages. Mechanisms to apply a strategic angle on communications are institutionalized within public administration. For instance, Downing Street imposes a ''central policy line'' to promote message discipline through ministerial speeches, the circulation of media briefings to ministers, the designation of spokespersons, and the influence of central communications units (Heffernan 2006, 591) . More ominously, spin involves distorting the truth, burying or hiding unfavourable information, lying, mischaracterizing and discrediting opponents, and worse (Jackson and Jamieson 2007) . The practice is widely criticized; it has even been mused that spin is in decline (Pitcher 2003) .
Whatever its form, the manipulation of information causes journalists to push back by reporting on public relations strategy and strategic agenda setting (Esser and Spanier 2005) . This matters, because not only does this mediatization discussion distract from policy discussion, but the practice of spin undermines pluralist democracy by deploying increasingly sophisticated techniques to achieve ''narrow political goals'' (Bennett and Manheim 2001, 282) . This presents a research dilemma when scholarship relies on government communications products and news stories that are subject to manipulation.
Observers have long argued that politicized government communications are a threat to the public service bargain and a menace to journalism and democracy. Among the laments are concern about the manufacturing of news through pseudo-events (Boorstin 1992) , the packaging of politics (Franklin 2004) , and the application of strategic marketing that borders on propaganda (O'Shaughnessy 2004) . Adding to the alarm is a drive for communications perfection by politicians and strategists, because a single error at a policy announcement or in a news release can dominate media coverage and undo significant preparation (e.g., Pedwell 2009 Amid this backdrop, little is known about the daily grind of institutional machinery that shapes the release of information by government media relations personnel. As in any large organization, workflow in public administration is more efficient and less prone to slipups when common tools are used. Government communication templates can be differentiated by those that are in the public domain and those that are hidden from public view. 3 Among the list of formulaic outward-facing instruments are Hansard debate transcripts, official government newspapers, public tenders, job advertisements, and media products (e.g., news releases, media advisories, backgrounders, statements). These work in conjunction with the mechanisms of legislative business such as bills, motions, ministerial statements, and expenditure estimates. Less visible are the inward-facing policy tools that are not intended for public consumption, such as briefing notes and cabinet papers, as well as internal financial management processes, human resource protocols, information record spreadsheets, and so on. Of interest here are the inward-facing strategic and tactical guidelines that coordinate policy announcements and ministerial photo-ops. Processes such as these are influential strategic tools at both the front end and the back end of the policy cycle (Howlett 2009, 27) . The lack of research on hidden mechanisms is a symptom of the secretive nature of strategic planning and is symbolic of limited knowledge about public-sector communications management (Glenn 2014, 4) .
In Canada, the public sector has for some time gravitated toward coordinated and centralized messaging. Top-down marketing coordination within government dates to 1960s' efforts to unify all points of contact. Since 1970, the Government of Canada's Federal Identity Program has brought together disparate departments and units under a common corporate identity, most visibly requiring the use of the now-ubiquitous Canada wordmark logo (Nelson 1995) . The alignment of corporate messages was accomplished by designating a hierarchy of Federal Identity Program compliance officers dotted throughout the government who are accountable to the Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS). This brand ambition coincided with the growth of the PMO and a centripetal operating culture (e.g., Savoie 1999) . As students of Canadian politics are aware, serious problems with political involvement in government communications came to the fore in the early 2000s. A handful of senior personnel guided the awarding of advertising contracts that circumvented normal accountability practices and involved kickbacks for the Quebec wing of the Liberal Party (e.g., Kozolanka 2006) . Despite the pleas of a commission of inquiry, there was no abatement in the trend of communications centralization.
The role of central planning in government communications and the politicization of the public service increased during Stephen Harper's truncated decade in power (e.g., Heintzman 2014; Kozolanka 2014). The Conservatives sought to ensure that the government spoke with one voice amid the spread of new Internet communications technologies and the speeding up of media cycles. There were constant battles with the parliamentary press gallery; one of Harper's directors of communications maintains that the fracturing of media provided greater opportunity for control (Soudas 2015) . Among the public-sector management theories that the Conservative approach propelled was New Political Governance, which holds that the impartiality of the public service is at risk in Westminster systems because of political factors such as continuous campaigning (Aucoin 2012; Grube 2015) . The Conservative government's practices were seen as evidence of US-style exploitation of every possible communications resource as though the election campaign never stopped (Esselment 2014; Flanagan 2012) . Critics lamented that Canada was becoming a publicity state, whereby the release of government information was subjected to political spin for partisan gain (Kozolanka 2014) . For reasons that are not clear, the concept of spin was not a focus of academic interest, and it remains understudied in Canada.
When government spin is studied in Canada, it tends to be with respect to message control over documents required to be disclosed under Access to Information and Privacy (ATIP) legislation (e.g., Roberts 2005) . Perhaps this is due to the blurring of spin with media management or the lower profile of communications strategists. Notwithstanding the assertive spin doctoring on social media by Trudeau's principal secretary, Gerald Butts (e.g., Farooq 2016), there is no Canadian parallel to the White House press secretary or to UK spin doctors such as New Labour's Alastair Campbell. Moreover, the culture of secrecy and control makes for difficult terrain for academics seeking to collect inside information about government (Jiwani and Krawchenko 2014) . Key Messages (sample)
e Our Government's support for public infrastructure has never been stronger. We are pleased to work with XX and the (insert name of province or territory) to approve projects under the New Building Canada Plan as we focus on creating jobs, promoting growth, and building strong, prosperous communities across Canada. e We are proud to invest in (name of project), which will focus on (insert project benefit) in the (insert region of project).
Visual
e In detail, describe what will be in the camera shot, including backdrop and podium sign. Please provide picture if possible.
Regional Considerations
e Describe how this announcement will be received in each region of the country (Western Canada, Prairies, Ontario, Quebec, Atlantic Canada, and North)
Shadow Events e For example, regional events or departmental news releases after a national large-scale announcement.
MEDIA Expected Coverage
e Broadcast and print media from (insert location of event or region, as applicable)
Newsworthy Angles e The federal government is providing continued support for public infrastructure through unprecedented levels of infrastructure investments throughout the country. e This project will significantly benefit (insert location) area as well as the entire province thanks to investments made through the New Building Canada Plan.
Stakeholders
e List which stakeholders (province, local government, municipal association, or other) will participate in and/or comment on the event and describe how they will be involved. Arguably the most prominent inward-facing communications planning instrument in Canadian history was introduced by the Harper PMO. The MEP template (Box 1) was a hallmark of theories of New Political Governance, permanent campaigning, communications centralization, and spin. The template imposed strict requirements on how every federal policy announcement was to be communicated, emphasising message brevity, imagery, and symmetry. MEPs were initially designed to plan events that the prime minister would attend and were then imposed on departments circa 2008. The objective was to compel the Privy Council Office (PCO) and ministers' offices to prioritize the repetition of simple key messages and for these to be reinforced by visuals. The tool led to a corporate style of media relations. Podium sign messages, backdrops, outdoor locations, lighting-these and other forms of visual communication were strategized weeks in advance. With this internal apparatus, the Conservatives fused partisan messaging with government communications (e.g., Heintzman 2014, 24-28) .
Ancillary Tour Events
The MEP was particularly useful during minority governments marked by greater political instability and campaign readiness. It served the needs of the newly constituted Conservative Party and its leader who, dating to his days with the Reform Party and the Canadian Alliance Party, had seen that problems result when Parliamentarians and candidates make controversial public remarks. Such wide-ranging public relations management is a function of party discipline that can be rationalized as an extension of cabinet solidarity, with the PMO the orchestrator of message consistency (Brown 2013, 61) . Nevertheless, impressions of Prime Minister Harper's central management system suggest that it was out of step with notions of a professional public service. Government of Canada employees hired through the merit system who are responsible for non-partisan implementation of policy decisions were drawn into activities that seemed overtly partisan.
The tight messaging system provided an opening for the Liberal Party to ride to power using a media relations strategy more in line with the times. The party's election platform echoed critics' concern about ''unprecedented power . . . concentrated in the hands of the prime minister and his office'' allegedly resulting in ''the most centralized, partisan, self-serving government in Canadian history'' (Liberal Party of Canada 2015, 2). The Liberals promised to rule with transparency and 
Approvals Message Event Proposal Approved by (in the Minister's Office):
k Communications: (insert name) k Policy: (insert name) __________________ followed up with PMO policy k yes k no k Issues: (insert name) __________________ k Regional Affairs: (insert name) ___________ followed up with PMO Regional Affairs k yes k no k Stakeholders: (insert name) _____________ followed up with PMO Stakeholders k yes k no MP ¼ member of Parliament; MRO ¼ Minister's Regional Office; PMO ¼ Prime Minister's Office.
Source: Infrastructure Canada (2015).
provide media access to public officials. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau's swearing-in day remark that ''government by cabinet is back,'' as opposed to government by prime minister, was a signal that ministers would be trusted with decision making. The official communications policy of the Government of Canada has since been revised to place more responsibility on departmental heads of communications and to foster a positive relationship with the media (TBS 2016). Liberal insiders assert that departments are actively engaged in policy development and messaging. ''It's not like PMO is driving this and using the ministers for a photo op here and there. The ministers are driving our response,'' a member of the Trudeau PMO reportedly said (Delacourt 2016a 
Method
Two sources of data are woven together. The research objective is to comprehend the Conservatives' rationale for tight strategic communications, embodied by the MEP, and to identify the internal processes of media management introduced by the Liberals. The first source is 17 in-depth interviews about government communications that were conducted between 2012 and 2015 with well-placed strategists in the Harper government. 4 The information presented here was gleaned from transcripts of discussions with senior Conservative PMO communications strategists, some senior ministers and ministerial staff (n ¼ 12), and some public servants involved with media relations (n ¼ 5). Access to these normally tight-lipped officials was achieved through referrals and vouching. For confidentiality reasons, respondents are identified numerically, with Conservative personnel (e.g., C1, C2, C3) differentiated from public servants (e.g., P1, P2, P3), and can be matched with their generic position titles in the Appendix. These interviews provide important context given that government processes are in a constant state of evolution, even under the same prime minister. As one former member of the PMO explained, ''It would be nice to say 'the Prime Minister's Office does this,' but like any group they don't necessarily speak with one voice. . . . Certain things fall off the radar and certain things come back in tighter scope'' (C1). Blending data can contribute to a lasting comprehension of the nature of government communications without being pigeonholed by temporal practices.
The second source is communications templates obtained from the federal government in mid-2016. The Government of Canada's outward-facing media products are easily found online. Some inward-facing information is available, too-for example, the communications annex in cabinet memorandums or the food inspection agency's protocol for social media use (Canadian Food Inspection Agency 2016). Locating other internal communications instruments requires more digging, such as through the completed ATIP archive portal at http://open.canada.ca/ en/search/ati. The original discovery of strategic mechanisms requires someone on the inside to share the entrails of government planning. Given that an inward-facing template's existence could cause political masters embarrassment, it is unsurprising that these weapons of manipulation tend to be obscured from public view. Those instruments of spin are the focus here.
The normal ATIP process involves a catch-22 situation of making a specific request for unknown record types. Instead, wide-ranging informal requests were placed, taking advantage of the Liberals' commitment to open government. A research assistant sent an email to ATIP coordinators in federal departments and central agencies, 5 requesting the following:
Examples of internal communications templates, forms and other instruments commonly used by all departments in media relations planning and preparation since November 2015. Examples of internal coordination tools include but are not limited to message event proposal templates, communications plan templates, media calendars, social media plans and sequence of event plans.
This request branched into different routes. Some coordinators enthusiastically tracked down examples; some required clarification; some set in motion a chain of referrals or said that they were not authorized to disclose the information; some promised files but did not deliver until they were advised that their department would be identified in this article for not following through; and some did not acknowledge the enquiry, prompting follow-ups by email and telephone, potentially culminating in a formal ATIP request. Files were obtained from 21 ministries and agencies, generating a catalogue of 111 templates. Documents were collected informally from Canada Revenue Agency (n ¼ 1), Employment and Social Development (n ¼ 4), Environment (n ¼ 4), Finance (n ¼ 6), Fisheries (n ¼ 5), Foreign Affairs (n ¼ 1), Health (n ¼ 3), Immigration (n ¼ 2), Indigenous and Northern Affairs (n ¼ 4), the PCO's Infrastructure Canada (n ¼ 15), International Development (n ¼ 2), Natural Resources (n ¼ 3), Public Safety (n ¼ 4), Public Services (n ¼ 4), TBS (n ¼ 3), and Veterans Affairs (n ¼ 16). ATIP requests procured documents from Agriculture (n ¼ 5), Defence (n ¼ 6), Heritage (n ¼ 9), Industry Canada (n ¼ 10), and Justice (n ¼ 4). 6 In addition, Transport Canada advised that it uses a remote access system, Commport software, to synchronize electronic documents. As well, an informal discussion was held with the PCO's director of corporate and media affairs, and the Industry Canada request generated some PCOauthored content. Presently, the PMO is off limits with respect to ATIP requests, although during the 2015 campaign the Liberals pledged to make the PMO subject to the Access to Information Act (Canada 1985) . This blended approach brings methodological trade-offs. It captures a wider universe of unfettered files than formal ATIP requests might have done, and yet it is likely that some templates were withheld. In any event, there are analytical problems of comparability and quantification, and all instruments are a snapshot in time. As one department's media relations officer cautioned, ''Templates can change at any time and new ones are developed as needed'' (Employment and Social Development Canada 2016).
A manual review was conducted to describe inwardfacing processes and to identify baseline evidence of internal instruments used to plan spin, including the continued practice of some of the main features of the MEP. This included the imposition of centralized control and message consistency; the meticulous planning of a media event; value attached to visual communication, not just the written word; and a turn toward the new realities of a social media environment. The results illustrate commonalities in the approach to media relations by each department or agency as well as sustained interest in strategic management by the centre.
Centralization Ethos of the Conservative Government
Top-down coordination and permanent campaigning should not be sloughed off as Harperesque. Departmentalism long ago gave way to interdepartmental initiatives and whole-of-government thinking. There are considerable cost savings and time efficiencies when communications duplication is eliminated. Cooperation and alignment are necessary in government, especially in the digital age. According to a former minister, strategic planning takes on increased intensity given the ubiquitous nature and the utter disarray of social media, which drives things of any orientation in a multitude of directions, with innumerable motives and many times questionable research . . . causing a greater need for singleminded clarity, single-minded purpose, and a strong, strong towline from the centre regarding the messages that go out from there. (C3)
Another minister was cognisant of the constant ''threat'' of making any wayward remark, whether at a gas station or on Twitter (C6). One need only consider the lost opportunity and damage control that result when there are conflicting policy messages, which one senior Conservative PMO official referred to as ''a dog's breakfast'' (C5). Strategists explained that coordinated messaging is paramount because the media ''thrive on a multitude of discordant voices'' (C8); because unattended departments operate as silos and make announcements ''outright contradictious of one another'' (C2); because if the PM is the only spokesperson on an issue then ''that's all the media has to talk about'' (C9); and because of a desire for ''the Government of Canada to have a certain tone, narrative, emphasis, and direction'' (C10). The longer political personnel are exposed to controversy and criticism, the more they are prone to be convinced of the necessity of spin and message stability.
Strategic planning turns on the implementation of the party's election platform. This is formalized in the mandate letters, throne speech, and annual budget document that are steered by the centre. Those high-level public instruments are ''the anchors from which the towlines of all future press releases will somehow continue to be restrained and guided'' (C3). Their implementation hinges on institutionalized procedures throughout public administration such as planning meetings and multiphase review of draft materials. Interactions are grounded in central authority, although they are not necessarily embraced by bureaucratic culture that must conform to new processes. Those on the periphery may not appreciate why it is that the PMO and PCO ''play a central synchronization role'' (P2) and pull everything into a centripetal vortex. A member of the TBS lamented that whereas public servants ''tend not to argue the policy details of financial or contractual matters, or even official languages,'' they do bristle over the imposition of media relations practices, and thus the centre must ''have the legal authority to provide direct interpretation'' of communications policy (P5).
A past member of the PCO simplified that ''the big challenge in government communications is how to integrate public policy and government communications with the needs of the political side'' (P1), and a PMO staffer likened changing institutionalized practices to ''steering a blimp'' that ''takes a tremendous amount of time and energy and briefings'' (C7). Eventually, public servants become accustomed to formulas. ''Initially I was not really happy with having something imposed rather than being able to be more creative. But on the other hand it's a lot less work when you can just use tools that have been provided,'' explained a communications officer (P4). The smooth operations that result from well-planned communications fit nicely with the public service culture. Templates also facilitate politicization of government and manipulation of the media.
Information collected by the centre from departments feeds innumerable conversations to engineer the desired media coverage. In the Conservative PMO, strategy sessions known as ''rollout meetings'' were held late in the week to discuss ''what was coming down the pipe'' (C2). Such forums are an opportunity for attractive announcements to be commandeered by other policy actors and for handlers to apply a strategic lens to media relations. The mindset was that the process of sharing and revising documents should coalesce as a symphony of interconnected actors operating as a well-oiled public relations apparatus. With time to plan, every ''communications event should be perfect,'' argued a minister's chief of staff (C4).
Aside from imposing message consistency, the Conservatives treated media relations templates as internal data collection vehicles. This informed communications calendars of upcoming events. Given their perch, it is reasonable that the PMO and PCO will map out policy announcements and media events. A scheduling timetable acts as a compendium of all available communications environment intelligence. Certain matters are immovable, such as statutory holidays or official days of observance; sporadic events such as by-elections; and activities planned by external actors and international political summits. Some government announcements are reasonably static, such as the release of labour force data or a report of a legislative officer. The prime minister's and ministers' communications and travel plans must revolve around these fixed events. One respondent reflected that the PCO's calendar was printed on ''massive sheets of paper'' choreographing where ministers and members of Parliament would be making public statements in the upcoming month (C11).
Within the Conservative PMO, strategists maintained their own rollout calendar. It organized daily events around the heading ''message of the day,'' under which appeared a matching government announcement and all other known media activities that day, including events planned by external actors. The rollout calendar was ''an Excel spreadsheet that is a week at glance. The top line was prime minister, next line was ministers, next line was senators, and then across the week it had each message of the day'' (C7). It spread announcements throughout the year, much like a campaign calendar in an election war room that schedules activities around unmovable events, such as debates and advance polling. Coordination is ''not as scientific'' as some might think, but it does ensure that everyone is ''on the same page'' (C12).
The MEP, which was initially crafted for campaign purposes, excelled at coordinating logistics and engineering implementation. The template required public servants to turn announcements into campaign-style events. A former PCO staffer reflected that an MEP was required ''for everything, every stinking thing, even nonevents . . . nothing happened haphazardly'' (P3). Initially, speechwriters were frustrated that they could not write without an MEP to ensure that ''your strategic objectives were lined up, your key messages were lined up, your desired sound bites and visuals were laid out'' (C2). From the outset, media reports about the MEP positioned public servants as cogs in a propaganda machine (Blanchfield and Bronskill 2010) . There was more lucidity in the centre. A PCO official explained that the MEP fit within the government architecture because it ''gave structure. . . . A template that everybody follows focuses the mind by saying, 'Okay, what's the headline for this story?''' (P1).
It is little known that the MEP became neutered as it was embedded within the public service. By the final year of the Harper administration, departments were submitting the completed templates to the PCO and PMO as fleshed-out work plans, and news releases were prepared in advance. Thus, the MEP ceased being a pitch to the centre. The media cycle sped up considerably from when the Conservatives took office. There was no longer ''time in the PMO to have a conversation about the event'' (C1), and there was less time for detail or for climbing the hierarchical ladder of approvals. Consequently, MEPs became a tool to inform central communications calendars rather than an opportunity for strategic deliberation. A further way that they morphed was that social media planning was parsed out into its own instrument. In this light, the MEP's strategic potency was already waning when the Liberals formed government.
Departmentalization Ethos of the Liberal Government
Inward-facing instruments collected from departments in the honeymoon period of Liberal governance indicate that ministers' offices have creative uniformity with respect to spin. Free of the MEP, departments are using their own templates to manage communications. Meticulous preparation persists, involving layers of escalating drafts and approvals. This includes copious planning for social media communication, a medium that is otherwise impromptu and imprecise. There is evidence of continued interest in visuals. Government units remain subservient to the PCO and PMO.
The government's internal media relations templates can be grouped into three general types (Table 1 ; examples of document names are presented for illustrative purposes and to inform future ATIP submissions). The first is media enquiry processing forms, which are used to coordinate a response to a reporter seeking information or an interview. Enquiries are entered into a spreadsheet to coordinate a response. Emails are sent to communications staff with basics such as the media outlet, the question, the reporter's deadline, and what action is recommended. Media lines are prepared by department personnel, with suggested key messages and answers to anticipated questions. Sometimes journalists are referred to information online, in regulations or manuals, or perhaps a response is recycled from a previous enquiry.
The main type of inward-facing instrument is a media relations strategy, which consists of forward-thinking communications plans and event plans. A communications plan is a high-level strategic document that is prepared for a major announcement. It encompasses conventional elements such as objectives, background, strategic considerations, target audiences, key messages, activities, evaluation, and budget, which take their cue from the strategic communications plan annex in a memorandum to the cabinet. Such templates are reasonably easy to locate via the government web page.
More obscure are the scenario notes used to compile information about an event or an issue for ministers. The content ranges from conceptual (e.g., background about the issue) to strategic (e.g., key messages) to operational (e.g., the names of key onsite contacts). For instance, the TBS communications approach template was organized as background, communications objectives, analysis of public environment, strategic considerations and anticipated reaction, overarching message, and key messages. By comparison, a planning template for a pseudo-event reads like a sequenced timeline prepared by a wedding planner. It is replete with details such as the names of greeters and where the minister's vehicle should be parked, followed by a minute-by-minute breakdown of what will happen (e.g., ''2:11pm: Minister Philpott provides remarks. Photo opportunity of minister. 2:14pm: MC thanks Minister Philpott, who stands to the left of the podium. MC invites Speaker #1 to provide remarks''). Attention to visuals extends from what attire should be worn (e.g., business, casual, special safety clothing) to the set-up (e.g., podium sign language, backdrop, flags, camera shots) to information about the photographer (e.g., name, person responsible for making arrangements, photo credits process). Among the other specifications is an alternate location in case of inclement weather. Deeper study and monitoring is required to understand the extent to which routine aspects of media management contributes to political spin. During the period of study, there was no common template in the Liberal administration for planning of media relations events. A PCO communications manager confirmed that the central agency still plays its traditional coordination role and that the PCO was aware that some departments had chosen to continue to use aspects of the MEP (PCO 2016). Only Infrastructure Canada's seven-page logistics event checklist, which is prepared in advance of a scenario note, came close to encompassing the volume of content required in an MEP. That department provided an MEP for 2015 without specifying that it is no longer in use (Box 1), as did Agriculture and Agri-food. The Conservative-era tool was also mentioned within Environment Canada's communications plan template, which stated that ''key messages must be consistent with other documents such as the message event proposal (MEP), key messages and [Question Period] cards (if applicable).'' Public Services and Procurement maintained a ministerial event approach template that was an abridged version of the MEP, as was Industry Canada's event proposal. The context approval template used by Veterans Affairs contained a repurposed MEP communications products checkbox grid. The planning of visual communication was also found in Canadian Heritage's video project proposal and ministerial video proposal templates. Evidently, some of the Conservatives' planning concepts are being repurposed for Liberal media management.
The third grouping is the communications calendars and rollout plans. These strategic scheduling vehicles were important in the Harper PMO and are present in the Trudeau government. For instance, Public Safety Canada's planning calendar itemized upcoming ministerial events, all non-ministerial portfolio events, news releases and statements, ATIP releases, monitoring of other events including third-party events, and departmental speaking engagements. Calendars work in conjunction with the more detailed rollout plans, which are the tactical operationalization of strategic planning, outlining the detailed implementation of conceptual plans. The spreadsheet-type grids list basic information such as the date, time, and location of the event; an event description; what communications products will be needed; personnel responsibilities; and the status of editing and translation. Approvals within the chain of command are specified, such as identifying when information is due to the minister's office and PCO. In these government documents, there is no mention of the PMO because it is understood that the PCO is its bureaucratic wing.
The last template that was received offers the best indication of where Liberal communication planning is headed. The Communications Strategic Approach and Rollout form obtained from Employment and Social Development Canada in August 2016 introduces a new dynamic. The document includes the familiar headings of issue, objectives, target audience, public environment, strategic approach, media outreach, and key messages. A section not seen in other collected documents introduces key data points in messaging, and measurement integrates a deeper level of metrics in communications evaluation. Planners are told to support key messages with updated statistics, key dates, milestones, and number of participants. Assessment of communications is enhanced with analysis of online behaviour, use of Hootsuite social media management software, recording the number of retweets, and identifying referrals from Facebook. Just as the Harper Conservatives did before them, the Trudeau Liberals are importing a campaign practice into government, in their case a fondness for social media and data analytics (for more on this, see Delacourt 2016b).
Social media rollout plans are particularly worthy of mention given the emergent literature in this area (e.g., Small 2012). Strategic plans operationalize an otherwise unstructured medium. A basic planning approach is found in International Development. All media materials released during an international trip are to be assembled on the same Web page, containing a Flickr photo album and a Twitter feed. The URL must be featured as a link in all media relations products and added as a slide to the department's homepage, as well as to Canada.ca if applicable. A more detailed example is presented in Box 2, illustrating how the Department of Environment and Climate Change prepares social media posts in advance of a media event.
There are many other methods. Canadian Heritage's ''social media snapshot'' outlines a 19-step process for tweets and retweeting (e.g., ''Step 7: The Social Media Team sends social media messages (English and French) to Writing Services to ensure consistent use of terminology and proper grammar''). Some departments' social media plans outline pre-event posts, event posts, and post-event posts. Further specifications include the hashtags to be used in tweets. Government departments or partner organizations that might retweet the posts are also identified. Before an event, Veterans Affairs collects information about proposed photo captions for use on its website's photo gallery, Flickr page, and Facebook account. Public Works maintains a LinkedIn publishing schedule, stipulating when business, company, and employee profile updates are to be made. Sometimes social media plans are integrated within another type of template, as in Veterans' Affairs' ''communications approach'' document, which also recommends use of Google Analytics and Quick Response code data as metrics to assess media coverage. Industry Canada maintains guidelines for writing photo captions, including tips for alt text (a description that appears in a blank box when the image does not load). Social media infographics, photos of a minister with a quote (known as a ''quote picture''), words on a vector image (known as ''tweet graphics''), and Facebook images are among other forms of visuals that are used. This is just a sample of the array of approaches, which is impossible to fully describe here.
At first blush, media relations planning under Prime Minister Trudeau appears indeed to be a departmental prerogative. Looking deeper, internal PCO guidelines encouraged departments to package their messages within themes used in the 2015 speech from the throne, including the middle class, economic growth, environment, inclusive diversity, and collaborative approaches (Canada 2016c). A new protocol for central approval is related to the nature of the announcement. Authorization is required when planned events and announcements fit the criteria of sensitive issue; PCO discretion; horizontal issue; specific item in the speech from the throne; specific item in the mandate letter; international meetings; over $10M; federal/provincial/territorial; legislations and House of Commons activities; budgetary measures. (Canada 2016b) Whenever any of these criteria apply, communications plans and products must be submitted to the PCO and, in turn, the PMO. Only when they are unrelated to central priorities does the department have the discretion to coordinate and execute. Nevertheless, in all instances the PCO must be notified to update its calendar database, which ''contains events, announcements, news releases, non-media events, consultations, House and Senate, Commemorative Day/week, etc.'' (Canada 2016b). It is unclear to what extent the communications infrastructure was comparably centralized in the early months of Conservative minority governance.
Discussion and Conclusions
This research offers fresh insight into the nature of publicsector communications. It reveals strategic thinking and practices involving inward-facing government communications templates, which are otherwise obscure. It further establishes that in an advanced democracy such as Canada, there is considerable effort to spin and package government information, and lays the groundwork for more research in this area.
At its height, the Conservative PMO embodied the more nefarious aspects of New Political Governance and permanent campaigning. The long tentacles of the nucleus of government operations ensured that media relations activities were vetted weeks in advance using the MEP planning tool. Conformity was justified by the value of optimizing available resources and reducing the possibility of contradictory messaging.
In the short term, Prime Minister Trudeau and the Liberals appear to have made good on their pledge that central agencies will be less controlling, which is not the same as relinquishing control. Media relations templates vary between ministries. The MEP is no longer an official policy instrument of the government, though aspects of it linger. Social media strategizing is in vogue, with public servants actively planning tweets, photo posts, and video uploads. Communications calendars are entrenched as management tools and are a rich source of data for central agents. However, departmental independence is limited to minor initiatives and must still be reported to the PCO. This may explain the steady trickle of news reports suggesting that departments are not meeting the media's demands (Mazereuuw 2016) and that the Liberal PMO is less arms-length than it would have us believe (Marland 2016b) . Moreover, some members of Trudeau's PMO are active spinners on social media, a first in Canada. In any event, the downloading of decisions to a minister's office should entail more executive-level accountability to Parliament and to citizens than when political staff in the PMO have approval authority.
There is little point in speculating about what will happen over the long term other than to remark that the forces of standardization are omnipresent and that political personnel learn the value of imprinting a consistent pattern. Politics and governance are built on a chain-of-command blueprint that carries over from election campaigns and corporate marketing. The Trudeau administration took agonisingly long to fill key political positions. Now that they have done so, and as the Liberal PMO reaches into departmental business through Blairstyle policy delivery units (Curran 2016 ) and as controversies pile up, the reasoning of weathered Conservative strategists will increasingly sound like sage counsel. The tendencies of coordinated politicization will be in hibernation only as long as a prime minister and his (or her) entourage calculate that it in their political interest.
